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About This Game
Regeria Hope is a whimsical courtroom visual novel in the style of an Attorney game with original characters and cases. You
play as Regeria, a female lawyer who can use her powers of logic and reason to prove her clients innocent.
It’s not all that straightforward though. Sometimes, you may find compelling reasons for throwing a case, forsaking the very
defendant you are sworn to protect. These decisions will affect the outcome of the case and will have a ripple effect on later
episodes of the series.
The first trial has you defending a husband whose wife has been poisoned during the wedding reception. Currently you have the
ability to prepare your witness, and interrupt other characters while they are speaking, but be careful, as you have a time limit to
solve the case!
KEY FEATURES:
5 episodes - Choices made in early episodes affect future cases. Don't like a character? You can throw them under the bus. Just
be sure you're ready to watch them hang.
New 'Witness Prep' Gameplay - Prep your witness to say whatever you want. Have them plead for mercy, or make them look
like buffoons in front of the court to throw the case faster.
New 'Fact Overload' Gameplay - Connect the facts together to bombard witnesses and force them to confess! You only get one
shot though, so make it count!
New 'Investigation' Gameplay - Short investigation sections which will affect the courtroom scenes. Play a board game and
move Regeria to where she needs to be in time!
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New 'Convince the Jury' Gameplay - Be mindful of all your actions in court! Needlessly interrupting or repeating the same
action over and over will change what the jury thinks of you, and you will need to state your case to the jury at the end of each
daily court session.
Featuring Music by Zack Parrish!
Featuring Sprite Art by Maesketch
Featuring Background Art by Sendo
Voice Acting by:
Rachael Messer (Regeria)
Marissa Lenti (Artemis)
Dane Doyle (Judge)
Rocky Marks (Pharrell)
DigglyCerides (Hawk)
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Title: Regeria Hope Episode 1
Genre: Adventure, Free to Play, Indie
Developer:
Golden Game Barn
Publisher:
Golden Game Barn
Release Date: 5 Mar, 2016
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7
Processor: 2.5 Ghz
Memory: 512 MB RAM
Graphics: DirectX or OpenGL compatible card
Storage: 160 MB available space
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Saw the game on a Reddit post several months ago and decided to tab it, and I am very glad that I did. For the hour and a half
that I've played so far I really enjoyed it. Game was definitely worth the $5 and keeps me entertained between ranked queues or
if I'm just bored.. Addicting isn't a strong enough word for CubeWorks. With multiple different game modes from solving
puzzles to frantic tetris-like high score stages, there really is a lot to take in here. Multiple different environments with lots of
replayability across all levels, you won't find yourself getting bored.
Takes a little practice to figure out combos and multi-matches (I strongly recommend going through the tutorial) but once you
get it down, there's really a lot of options and strategy that you can implement in your play style.
CubeWorks really uses the VR medium well and makes use of your play area. One of the better VR games I've played to date,
and I've played a lot. If you like puzzles, or games like Tetris or Job Simulator for those frantic moments, you'll be very happy
with this game.. God, this game is frustrating. There's some things you could say about how the writing is intolerably
overloquacious due to both the thesaurus-laden bloviation of the characters and the sesquipedalian nature of the prose, but that's
fine, whatever, it's kind of charmingly pretentious in an art-film sort of way. The combat, too, is sort of weird and overly
complicated in some ways, but it is also fine. What ruins this game is the speed at which things happen, which is to say, the
slowness of everything going on. Our heroine is going on a terrifying adventure which may take her lives and very sanity, but
she sure is in no hurry to get there. Everything just drags on forever past the point of patience, and it's insane that anyone felt
this was acceptable. It's like you're watching something in slow motion. If you are, perhaps, on quaaludes or something else that
slows you down, then Winter Voices will seem like a normal game and then it is recommended. I wish that it were different,
because I like the setting and the idea (even if the prose is written by someone who thinks they are way more clever than they
really are) but I just can't.
For a while there were cheat engine methods you could use to get around this but they got patched so now you can't. 4/10. I
purchased this game, it crashes at start up, does not even load, and I cant get support or a refund.. Demolish & Build Company
2017, Review 6,5/10
https://youtu.be/9cNfNvzo66A
Sham.. This game it great, becuase that you can build anything you want and do what you want even make campains or co-op
games or even make team games, it's that great!. This is a great addition to the already-great Medieval II.. This game is 100%
unplayable in VR mode. There might be a way to get into a locomotive and drive it, but I'll never know because I'm unwilling to
drill a hole in my floor. The cute little gimmicky controls menu is allegedly sitting on a coffee table in the game, which is
actually 4 feet below your sublfoor irl. Dont bother trying to pick stuff up if you drop it, and forget about the lost and found. It
was a nice idea, but the devs just didn't bother actually making it work. I know this is early access, but in the year 2019, what
game isn't? If this game becomes playable one day, I'll eat my words if I haven't forgotten about it.. Fun, quick, game but the
additional characters make it a great challenge to replay! Definitely worth a few playthroughs!
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I love this game so much and I'm so gay.
The main character Suoh is honestly so relatably gay too it's amazing.
And then there's her senpai Yuzuriha who makes me want to call her
onee-san like wtf??
10/10 yuri experience. Weird Worlds is a remake of an older 2002 indie game called Strange Adventures in Infinite Space.
SAIS was fairly popular back in the day of Palms, Pocket PCs, and PDAs. It's meant to be a fun little distraction in sizable
chucks perfect for a lunch break. To give you an idea, SAIS's tagline literally was "Explore the galaxy in 20 minutes or less!"
Weird Worlds is basically SAIS plus more content.
With the above in mind, a lot of reviewers are somewhat unfairly comparing Weird Worlds to FTL. If you're looking at it as a
FTL clone, or an immersive game you can play for hours, or a game that requires great strategy, you're completely missing the
point.
On the other hand, if you're feeling nostalgic and want a faithful sequel to SAIS, or a quick game you can pickup and put down,
or a distraction to escape the drudgery of boring work, Weird Worlds is perfect for you. If you're still unsure, go download
SAIS; it's been open sourced since 2005.. Honestly, I am solely disapointed...forced online play and a control scheme that
aparently is forced for the BS WASD control scheme...count me out and I am asking for a refund.. It is a nice game to play with
a group of friends. It can get boring quite quickly because the events are often repeated.. A nice little puzzle game. It isn't going
to make your brain bleed trying to figure anything out, but it's a nice, relaxing little puzzle game. 5.5/10
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